Could it be that self-help concepts like mindfulness meditation have a short shelf life because they're just that, too much about the self and not enough about something far more important? This editorial describes Kevin Walker's research and his new book, "The Grand Food Bargain and the Mindless Drive for More." Walker's book shows why the dozens of federal and state agencies with a slice of accountability for food health and safety are predictably and routinely outgunned by the food industry with respect to influencing the public's health. Describing the dozens of interagency agreements relating to agriculture policies, Walker writes that "food safety in America is held together using the policy equivalent of baling wire and duct tape." Most health promotion professionals who consider the term mindful eating likely first think about principles that relate to being present and techniques that put you in closer touch with the flavors, colors, or textures of your food. In addition to focusing on how creamy a texture feels on our tongues, might advocacy for "mindful eating" have a more abiding impact if it brought with it a deep appreciation for how our food choices affect the health and sustainability of our communities and our Mother Earth? Changing food from an afterthought to a daily reminder about environmental sustainability is a multidimensional challenge that will require multisectoral partnerships and solutions.
Think about the term "mindful eating." As health promotion professionals, your first thoughts are likely about principles that relate to being present and techniques that put you in closer touch with the flavors, colors, or textures of your food. You are familiar with how such mindfulness practices can lead to less stress, better health, and positive feelings. Mindfulness meditation is being connected to everything from tooth brushing to toenail trimming. I recently considered organizing a think tank session on whether presence could help solve for presenteeism (waning productivity from being at work when health impaired), but I tabled the idea when I reviewed it with colleagues who worried health promoters were burnt out on mindfulness. Putting the droll irony aside, it may be that simple concepts, even when powerful, are saturating our professional mind-sets too quickly given the hourly information tsunamis storming at us. But I have a greater concern about the proliferation of mindfulness advocacy in particular and lifestyle medicine more generally. Could it be that these self-help concepts have a short shelf life because they're just that-too much about the self and not enough about something far more important than whether I'm staying in the moment when tending to my cuticles? When it comes to eating food from a planet under duress, staying in the moment but also being mindful seems a commendable challenge.
Like most who've worked in private offices, I've accumulated some mementos that have retained a prominent place. There are photos of my family, a few awards I especially appreciate, and for the past 25 years, there has been a picture of a Namibian San Bushman. At the time I took the photo I was in the Kellogg National Fellowship Program, an extraordinary leadership development opportunity that afforded global travels to learn from renowned position leaders and exemplary grassroots leaders. It doesn't get any more grassroots than the guide who led Kevin Walker, another Kellogg Fellow, and I for a day-long hike into the Namib Desert in a region that the US Ambassador to Namibia told us "exemplifies the definition of nowhere." The photo is of a short, lean, brown, middle-aged man clad in a simple, leather cloth walking about 20 paces ahead of us. The scenery is how I remember all of the terrain we covered: unchanging, rust-colored slopes of wind-riddled sand with occasional clumps of bush and rocks. We couldn't communicate with our guide with words, nevertheless, I recall him as a man of humor, wisdom, and serenity. I suppose I've kept his picture in sight all of these years because he was so unlike anyone I've had the chance to learn from. What did I learn in a day spent absent dialogue? Nothing heady or conceptual about culture or life's lessons but rather a lasting, visceral experience of what living in the moment looks like. It was my most intimate view into how utterly distant my lived experience is from billions of other living souls. Though a day with a bushman didn't change that distance by much, the time with him, and the fellowship experience generally, stay with me as an insistent whisper to live a life less detached from the rest of humanity. What's more, Kevin and I learned about a presence orientation that has more to do with one's community than one's self. This editorial describes how Walker used those learnings to inform his research and writing about global food policies and practices. In addition to focusing on how creamy a texture feels on our tongues, might advocacy for "mindful eating" have a more abiding impact if it brought with it a deep appreciation for how our food choices affect the health and sustainability of our communities and our Mother Earth?
Last month I learned that Walker has also kept the Bushman's picture on his office credenza all these years. His learnings from that day's trek are featured in the opening chapter of his new book, "The Grand Food Bargain and the Mindless Drive for More." 1 Walker describes the foraging practices that have kept us in close communion with food over the millennia and then, surfacing details I had long forgotten, he relives the moment where the Bushman found a nest of ostrich eggs. It seemed an obvious self-help moment where we westerners expected him to harvest the full cache to satisfy himself and his family, all as lean as himself. Yet he selected one and signaled we could now return home. It took some patient gesturing between us for us to come to realize that he was leaving the remaining eggs to ensure a future supply of food for his community. Walker harvests this learning in eloquent prose, and the story foreshadows a book that continues to draw in the reader with similarly rich metaphors, seminal learnings, and insights into what we've lost and what we need to relearn about our relationship to food if we are to save a planet from a culture that has long lost their Bushman's sensibilities.
Food as Medicine, Food as Teacher
As much as Walker's book has been credited by other reviewers as offering an insider's vantage point into the vagaries of global markets and the irrationality of America's food policies, I find his most edifying writing occurs when he is making the case for why we consumers have been hapless bystanders in the transformation of food's central role in life. Food has become a cheap commodity and, more troubling still, an afterthought in our lives. Walker joins health promotion leaders like David Katz 2 and Sara Johnson (her "The Art of Health Promotion" is about food as medicine and is open access in this issue) 3 in his thorough depictions of the numerous ways food could be a boon rather than a bane to the public's health. At the same time, he joins food politics activists like Marion Nestle and Mark Bittman with a book that illuminates why the FDA, with its oversight of over 80% of our food supply, and the dozens of federal and state agencies with a slice of accountability for food health and safety are predictably and routinely outgunned by the food industry with respect to influencing the public's health. Describing the dozens of interagency agreements relating to agriculture policies, Walker writes that "food safety in America is held together using the policy equivalent of baling wire and duct tape." An emphasis area in Walker's writing relates to the disparities between countries and US states relative to their labor practices, environmental supports, and agricultural subsidies. For example, I was interested to see that he contrasted my home state with my family's usual snowbird destination when he observed that "over a ten year period, Minnesota investigated and resolved 267 state-level foodborne outbreaks. During that same time frame, Texas, with five times the population, resolved eighteen cases." (P155.) Go Gophers! Let's get going Longhorns! Walker's book exemplifies the leadership needed, and provides a readily digestible empirical case, for the use of food and nutrition education as a heuristic device for confronting commercial forces and advocating for smarter policies. I'm hopeful our "Grand Food Bargain" is still in its nascent stages and we still have time to engage the health promotion profession in making mindful eating ever more about a mindful drive for societal equity and environmental sustainability. Rather than acquiescing to his findings that our bargains to date bespeak a "mindless drive for more," Walker's call to action is no less inspiring than that of hearing the lessons that a millennia of adapting civilizations can teach us if we start being more mindful about why we eat what we do. It's probably not coincidental that the millennial generation seems more attuned to environmental sustainability than their elders ever have been. To wit, it was when I co-authored an article with my daughter Anna Terry, a public health nurse, that I first became ensconced in the inextricability of food, health equity, and global politics. 4 Gladly, those who have long focused on food policy are finally being joined by other leaders from medicine, public health, and public policy with a common interest in the long-term viability of the planet. The Lancet, one of the highest impact journals in the world, has announced that 2019 is their year to focus on nutrition to highlight the scientific challenge of offering healthy nutrition for a population projected to grow to 10 billion people by 2050. 5 They are publishing reports from scientific commissions with an acknowledgment that our current focus on curbing global obesity is failing. Instead, commissions will address how the "triple challenges of obesity, undernutrition, and climate change, which interact and affect human and planetary health, need solutions that disrupt their common underlying societal and political drivers." Called the "EATLancet Commission on Food, Planet and Health," the first commission consists of 37 scientists and experts from 16 countries with "the aim of establishing a global food economy that could combat chronic diseases in wealthy nations like ours and provide better nutrition for poor ones, all without destroying the planet." 6 Check out the EAT website for an impressive lay reader-oriented summary of the commission's findings and recommendations. 7 
Engaging Unlikely Partners
Personal health seems to be increasingly recognized as an important but insufficient predecessor to well-being, a construct equally reliant on life satisfaction, living in green space, experiencing social justice, earning a living wage, and more. Accordingly, Dr Tom Kottke and colleagues make a persuasive case for why we need to replace our wish for "health in all policies" with a "well-being in all policies" goal. 8 On this front, Walker is never shy about pointing to cases where regressive taxation, agricultural employment policies, forms of corruption, and human rights violations all are upstream of our food choices and are impeding well-being downstream. It happened that the book I took up just after Walker's was Michelle Obama's "Becoming." 9 Her earnest depictions of the ongoing self-doubts that follow a woman drawn to leadership, and her transparency about her disdain for politics as it is currently practiced, made it a book I found captivating. The section most relevant to our health promotion profession was, of course, her commitment to fighting childhood obesity and her advocacy for community gardening, healthy school lunches, and the many political decisions she made leading up to her "Let's Move" initiative. Obama is credited, often based on work she did behind the scenes, with cajoling manufacturers into cutting over 6 trillion calories out of recipes and with convincing some food chains to replace fries in kids' menus with fruits and vegetables. 10 Though Obama was surprisingly forthcoming about many aspects of living in the celebrity bubble that came to consume her family, I was disappointed she chose not to reflect on the political hurdles set in the way of her health promotion goals. Obama acknowledged the need to avoid "Nanny State" accusations and describes some impressive successes she had in attracting the voluntary involvement of the American Beverage Association, Coca-Cola, and PepsiCo to help find ways to curb sugar, salt, and fat. Her public platform and popularity was formidable, and the industry seemed to acknowledge it in their pledges to better display calorie counts. Where Obama elected to focus on her successes, Walker's book compensates for her silence about the unsureness of industry partnerships by cataloging a litany of ways big food companies have foiled public health policies. Such a book could get depressing were it not for Walker's coy and canny writing ability. For a delightful depiction of how Walker's academic side hasn't gotten in the way of his wry humor, watch "Food and You," a YouTube video where Walker teaches about environmental sustainability while poking fun at everyone from George Orwell to himself. In the video, Walker decries the unhealthy pull of special interests and how "we've created a world where everyone is wanting their own cake and is eating it too" and how "everyone is hunkered down defending their own slice." 11 Some food policy activists felt Obama worked too closely with industry, yet there were examples aplenty, not mentioned in her book, where Obama got a supportive pat on the back from the food industry one day only to get stabbed in the back days later. One of the most telling examples of a politician who "wanted her cake and ate it too" is Senator Susan Collins, the GOP Senator from Maine. Collins consistently described herself as a fan of Michelle Obama's campaign saying she "deserves a lot of credit" for her focus on childhood obesity. Still, it was Collins, who represents a state that produces a lot of potatoes (a vegetable nutritionists consider to be mostly devoid of nutritional value), who was a central figure in opposing the East Wing's attempts to remove white potatoes (greasy fries) from federally supported school lunch programs. Still, the "Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act" is considered a signature accomplishment driven by Michelle Obama and signed by President Barack Obama, a long resisted set of policies that finally scaled back the level of highly processed foods that had come to tarnish the legacy of President Truman's well-intended National School Lunch Program. 10 My take is that finding common ground across the political divide and pursuing the private sector as key collaborators in improving communities, even if they're not full-fledged public health allies, will yield far greater progress than digging in as adversaries. Walker's book strikes this tenor well, though he doesn't suffer fools. His research is as scrupulous in exposing the troubling policy missteps allowing industry seed monopolies as it is in describing policy alternatives to mend a broken food chain.
Pursuing the private sector as key collaborators in improving communities, even if they re not full-fledged public health allies, will yield far greater progress than digging in as adversaries
An Interview With Dr Kevin Walker
As much as Walker has a notably understated personality, uncommon dry wit, and authentic humility, his credentials are nevertheless ready-made for writing a book that speaks truth to power. Raised on a farm and plowing through to a doctorate in economics, Walker's career choices have moved him seamlessly between the worlds of farm laborers, corporate decision makers, federal policy makers, and academic researchers. Walker has had leadership roles in US Department of Agriculture and the InterAmerican Institute for Cooperation in Agriculture and he has been in teaching and consulting roles for many years with the World Trade Organization. In addition to the far-flung places he writes about from our travels together as Kellogg Fellows, his work has had him living and serving for many years throughout South America and Europe. When I first met Walker, he was often in the news given his internationally recognized expertise and leadership in confronting policies and practices promulgating mad cow disease. He formerly taught and conducted research in food and environmental collaborations at Michigan State University. The book reads as a global travelogue about how fanciful food sourcing has become but at the same time Walker's deeply researched view into the foibles of competitive markets represents and affirms a professional journey defined by uncovering the truth about how our relationship with food has become tainted if not spoiled. For most, surfacing what's really going on would be thought-provoking enough, but for Walker, truth telling serves primarily as the fertile soil he uses to plant seeds about what we all need to do to become mindful eaters. He shows us that food markets are not inexorable, that consumers have choices, and that the mindless societal deals we eaters have settled for in the past need not be the nutrition milieu we bargain for in the future.
Dr Paul Terry:
Your book, The Grand Food Bargain, traverses often between your career traveling the world as a food economist and agricultural policy leader and your formative years working the fields on a farm. I'd add that your work ethic as a kid read to me as severe. Can you summarize how growing up on a farm has informed your point of view toward agriculture? What are the echoes someone born to farming still hears when you sit in front of a computer screen or across from policy wonks? Dr Kevin Walker:
Without knowing it at the time, I was experiencing 2 different cultures that became invaluable in writing the GFB. On the farm, our reliance on nature, weather, and water was ingrained in everyday life. No matter how hard we worked, this dependence on forces outside our control was never far from our thoughts. The other culture was the transformation of a community of farmers into one of consumers. Land once sought after for its ability to grow food became more valuable when developed into homes and shopping centers. Roadside produce stands faded away. So also did farmers as consumers placed their reliance on food in restaurants and supermarkets.
Staring at a computer screen, what I notice is how far removed policies have become from nature and the environment. Echoes from the past have been replaced by numbers such as forecasts of higher yields or anticipated returns from the newest technologies. Only when yields and returns are lower, do policy wonks point back at the environment, not because of its importance to food and life itself but rather its nonconformance to performance expectations that result in financial losses for food producers and manufacturers or higher prices for consumers.
You write expressively about our society's centuries long passages from predominant fears about food scarcity to today's implacable attitudes about food abundance. Do you have any concerns that part of what drives your message about the perils of being so disconnected from food is nostalgia about family farming? Your book certainly doesn't glamorize the work of farming but you do seem to place awareness about where food comes from (and the threat of our loss of such knowledge) on hallowed ground. While some may interpret my invoking the past as nostalgia, what I'm hoping is that people reflect on how food abundance came about less than 2 full lifetimes ago. This era, whereby we now take food for granted, is a historic anomaly that came with no guarantees, not even promises, as to how long it would last.
Prior to "The Grand Food Bargain," passing down memories from the past was essential for survival and marginal improvements in living standards. Memory has been crucial for prosperity and retaining perspective. When we eschew the past, we are saying that food is squarely under our control through a food system that we created. By becoming enamored with our own inventions, and failing to recognize that food is life and life is only possible because of nature and the environment, we have put ourselves back on the path toward food scarcity. As I describe in my book through stories and examples, unless we do an about-face, reverting back to scarcity is only a question of when.
Yes, I used to consider myself a consummate banana shopper but you've forever altered how I'll look at bananas at the grocery store. Can you relate a bit of that story and offer a preview of the kinds of lessons the modest yellow banana can teach us? Bananas are the number one fresh fruit consumed, which is no small feat since nearly all are imported. When we select a "hand" of bananas what we see are nearly identical fruit. What we don't see are the mounds of bananas that are tossed out by workers, not because of quality or food safety concerns, but because they are too short, too long, too much curl, too big in diameter, or have superficial blemishes that fall short of our expectations of what bananas should look like. We also don't see the hot humid environment required to grow bananas and the toll this exacts on field workers, on top of an already physically demanding job. Nor do we see why some smaller plantations must fight for survival by ignoring the production impacts on worker well-being and the environment.
All of this is possible because the bananas we take for granted in the grocery store are part of a system that our "hands" help build through individual expectations. We may not recognize our personal influence at work, but it is present in the lives of workers and their families. Today, the banana that we have given little thought to for decades is at severe risk of being wiped out from an unstoppable fungus called TR4. How this unfolds and what will ultimately happen is largely in our hands.
Many readers of this journal hold positions where they influence decision-making about food provided to company employees or to students at schools. It's fair to say most of our focus has been on the nutritional value, and lack thereof, of what is offered and your book has countless "buyer beware" stories about food processing and nutritional content. But The Grand Food Bargain relates as much to broader, perhaps even bigger, issues like food sourcing, fair labor practices, and environmental impacts of food manufacturing. How can such macroeconomics issues be viably influenced by nutritionists and health promotion practitioners? We have tended to look at nutrition as separate from food production practices as if they reside in different universes. Attempts to guide consumers through healthier dietary policies that encroach on food production have been rebuffed enough times by food producers and politicians that many nutritionists and health practitioners stay away from the broader connections. A recent example was the recommendation by a USDA/ HHS advisory dietary guidelines committee calling for a more plant-based diet as better for personal health and the environment. The 2 secretaries rejected it as outside the committee's mandate-as if food and the environment were unrelated-and that was the end of it.
What is sorely needed are more "Marion Nestles" who leverage their nutrition and public health background to take on food-related macro issues. After all, the impact of food on life and well-being has always extended far beyond what goes into our mouths. In the above example, imagine the power on public opinion if a nation of nutritionists, health practitioners, and others with the vigor of Marion Nestle had taken the secretaries to task! (Editor's note: See this journal's "Nutrition Research Special Issue and an Interview with Marion Nestle." 12 )
We are seeing more advocacy for sustainability issues from our profession, particularly among practitioners who work for organizations that want to be regarded as good community stewards. One of the reviews of your book, published in Nature:International Journal of Science, 13 highlighted your concerns about US government policies that subsidize maize, wheat, soya and rice-foods that get refined into starches, sugars, or augment processed foods. If you were our country's policy czar, what alternative policies or subsidies would you ask health promotion professionals to get behind? What concerns me most is continued acquiescence to the narrative that food production policies and food nutrition policies should be addressed separately. Politically, this has not been the case. In the 1970s, for example, in order to justify successive production subsidies, food assistance programs were coupled with farm programs into the same farm bill. To no surprise, the cheapest diets are those rich in subsidized calories. These diets have become the mainstay for food assistance, which the farm bill conveniently titles, "Nutrition Assistance Programs." Letting subsidies and increased caloric production dominate our national food policy versus tackling structural access to nutritious diets and health has not served us well. If we are to address the growing coexistence of overconsumption and malnutrition, health professionals need to engage across our entire relationship to food, and not be content offering dietary advice. As is, our connection to food has been dominated by self-serving interests. One result is confused consumers who continually struggle with not succumbing to their own genetics.
Two other new "inside big food" books were reviewed in Nature magazine and the author, Felicity Lawrence, felt one of the books was naively optimistic about the role technology can play in generating personalized meal plans. The idea that sophisticated food companies can use artificial intelligence and work with health systems databases or employers and insurance companies to tailor my food choices according to my health needs and personal tastes seems tantalizing. Your book offers sobering details about how big food has monopolized seed technologies. Is that a fair comparison to the threat of smart tech food companies? Yes, especially when one looks historically at the role of seeds toward food and security. The first patent law, enacted in 1790, excluded products of nature. This was not because seeds were unimportant, but rather patent protection opened the door to market forces that could control price and limit access. The value of seeds to life was too important to society, and for nearly 200 years Congress said no. But in the end, Congress relented, and today, the seed industry for food and agriculture production is firmly controlled by 3 multinationals, whose first obligation is to their shareholders.
The promises of new technology guided by market forces can seem enticing. While true that markets can play an important role in the economy, markets are not omniscient, nor do their prices always reflect unforeseen and unintended consequences. It is worth remembering that markets are human inventions. They reflect what society is willing to value and able to measure. If we are not careful, achieving return on investment for the newest technology may come at the expense of compromising individual health.
You contributed an article to this journal in 2016 called "No Time for Food," where you described the Danone Company's decision to locate their cafeteria in a prominent location, one that sacrificed expensive office real estate for a big space that would sit empty most of the day. They were advancing their philosophy about the power of food to bring people together. You concluded that article by noting "what food can do when we expand our thinking about how we connect with food." 14 In 2019, with a couple of years of book writing behind you, how has food expanded your thinking? What is your greatest wish for how your book's journey into food expands the thinking of your readers? Since then my belief in the role of food in our lives has sharpened. Until "The Grand Food Bargain," food was the most important relationship we had with life itself. As I explain in more detail in the book, food had been our greatest teacher. No other human activity has done more for overall growth, prosperity, and well-being than how we related to food.
As that relationship changed so also did our understanding. When food is readily available, our senses dull and our ability to exercise foresight as to what is happening around us suffers. The migration of families toward our borders, the exodus of North Africans to Europe, the war in Syria, the civil chaos in Venezuela, and even global warming all share a common threadaccess to food. Present abundance offers us 2 choices:ask ourselves if our behaviors and actions are reasonable or learn for ourselves that the laws of nature still apply universally.
Concluding Thoughts From a Nonfoodie Who Loves the Outdoors
I am certain I'm not unique in my inconsistent dietary habits over past decades. I'm mostly in the "food as fuel" camp tending more toward practical eating habits that can boost my work and sports performance. The phases where I have been a vegetarian were less about personal health and more aligned with Walker's version of mindful eating. His vivid descriptions of the appalling life of commercial livestock and the environmental abuses attendant to mass production farming certainly weigh heavily when I consider eating meat. The week I'm writing this, Earth Day happened to fall on a Monday when a "No Meat Monday" campaign was receiving media attention. Walker's book, the Lancet commission and many more are building the ranks of those who consider that the health of our planet and issues of social justice may be more influential drivers than nutrition education about health benefits when it comes to our decisions about food. When I hear the term mindful eating, I'm still fine with considering food aromas but I'll be even more mindful of food politics. As noted in a Lancet editorial: "Intensive meat production is on an unstoppable trajectory comprising the single greatest contributor to climate change. Humanity's dominant diets are not good for us, and they are not good for the planet." 15 What will become of Obama's "Let's Move"? She notes in her book that she will carry on her advocacy for kids and nutrition. That's great, though if you visit the Let's Move website you'll read: "This is historical material 'frozen in time'. The website is no longer updated and links to external websites and some internal pages may not work." 16 Add "Let's Move" to a growing list of ways our country's current administration is intent on undoing Obama's gains in health promotion policies and, more generally, advances in science and environmental protections. Nonetheless, changes in political leadership alone cannot undo the more salient culture shifts that are occurring in our connections to food and its role in the future of the planet. The new CEO of PepsiCo and Big Food executives generally are espousing their views that shoppers are reducing their sugar intake and want alternatives like sparkling water and probiotics. Today's Big Food company executives believe a "consumer-driven shift toward fresher, cleaner foods isn't a fad, it is a permanent shift in spending." It was suggested during PepsiCo's last investor call that their strategic accommodation of these shifts was the reason their revenue increased by 5% to $19.52 billion. 17 "The Grand Food Bargain" confronts our mindless drive for more and sets in motion a new drive, a fresh mindfulness about what food is urgently trying to teach us.
Changing food from an afterthought to a daily reminder about environmental sustainability is a multidimensional challenge that will require multisectoral partnerships and solutions. As Elizabeth Currid-Halkett explains in her book "The Sum of Small Things," many of our consumption habits have become an essential means for expressing our status and positioning ourselves within our social circles. But Currid-Halkett, via her "theory of the aspirational class," also implores us to see our consumption of goods as "an intricate part of humanity's social system. Just as our work or family structure cultivates who we are, so does what we buy and the norms of behavior we learn. We must see consumption as appropriated to signal things much deeper that what is simply visible." 18 In this observation also resides the brilliance of Walker's book, "The Grand Food Bargain." Reading his book will indeed seize your thinking. Walker 
